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ABSTRACT
We propose the implementation of spectral-amplitude-coding
optical code division multiple access (SAC-OCDMA) as a
contention resolution technique in optical burst switched (OBS)
networks. The new system architecture is presented in details
where an all-optical methodology for cancelling multiple access
interference is proposed. Performance evaluation of the proposed
system in both MAC and optical layers is introduced where the
overall burst error rate of the system is evaluated in three cases:
full, partial, and no code conversion capabilities taking into
account the receiver dark current, thermal, and shot noises at the
egress nodes. Our results reveal that a considerable improvement
in the performance of each core node in the system is achieved by
using SAC-OCDMA instead of WDM in the optical layer
underneath an OBS based MAC layer. We also conclude that a
slight increase in the employed number of code converters
enhances the overall system performance noticeably. Finally,
optimum values for the number of codes, which lead to minimum
overall burst error rate, are reached at different traffic
conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION
The tremendous increase of the data rate demand
necessitates utilizing the vast bandwidth available on optical
fiber links which makes it obligatory to realize the dream of
all optical networks (AONs). One of the approaches that target
this goal is a paradigm called optical burst switching (OBS)
which was first proposed in literature by Qiao and Yoo [1]. In
OBS, switching is made on a burst by burst basis where the
burst comprises of a group of aggregated packets having the
same destination and class.
One-way reservation protocols such as Just-In-Time (JIT)
and Just-Enough-Time (JET) are commonly used for signaling
in OBS. In these protocols, for each burst transmission, one
control packet (CP) is sent on a separate control channel prior
to the burst with an offset time equals to the processing time
of its corresponding CP in the intermediate stages in order to
reserve resources for the ensuing data burst (DB). In our
paper, we propose some modifications to the information
carried by the CP in order to be appropriate with the newly
added OCDMA scheme.
The OBS network architecture, as explained in [2], mainly
consists of three components; ingress nodes, core nodes and
egress nodes. The ingress node is the gate through which the
DB enters the network after the aggregation of the data
packets. The core node is the node at which the CP is
processed reserving appropriate resources for the upcoming
DB and configuring the switch fabric to bypass the DB upon
its arrival to the destined port. The egress node is the
destination node at which the DB is disassembled into original
packets, each of which is directed to its own destination.
Although JET and JIT protocols are characterized by small
latency, the major hurdle that hinders these protocols is the
unacceptable loss probability due to contention between two
CPs which may occur while reserving similar resources for
their upcoming DBs at the same time. Various techniques
were proposed for contention resolution to reduce the burst
dropping probability. These techniques are based on

multiplexing the contending DBs in either the wavelength
domain using wavelength converters, the time domain using
fiber delay lines (FDLs) or the spatial domain using the
deflection routing scheme.

Fig.1. Layers of the OBS/SAC-OCDMA system.

In [3], Kamakura et al. proposed using OCDMA as a
contention resolution scheme where the multiplexing is done
in the code domain. Specifically, Kamakura et al. presented a
new QoS differentiation scheme by embedding codewords
with priority-dependent weights in a single used optical
orthogonal code (OOC). However, the paper did not give a
detailed description for the architecture of the proposed
system. Furthermore, the DB in their system experiences
multiple access interference (MAI) from other users on the
same OOC which negatively affects the throughput.
The aim of this paper is to propose the implementation of
spectral-amplitude-coding optical code division multiple
access (SAC-OCDMA) as a new contention resolution
technique in OBS. The main idea in the newly proposed
system (OBS/SAC-OCDMA) is to increase the number of
available resources (codes) for reservation instead of the more
limited resources (wavelengths) while using OBS/WDM. The
SAC-OCDMA scheme is characterized by the zero MAI
feature when using the balanced receiver structure [4].
Inspired by the zero MAI feature and the possibility to
increase the code length, hence accommodating more
simultaneous users, we propose the new system (OBS/SACOCDMA) in order to reduce the overall burst error rate of the
OBS network by reducing the probability for contention to
occur over the case when WDM is used in the optical layer
(OBS/WDM) where there is an upper bound to the number of
wavelengths available in a given spectral region. Next, we
thoroughly study the performance of the proposed OBS/SACOCDMA system in both MAC and optical layers. In addition,
we evaluate the effect of adding code converters in the
resources of the core node on the overall performance of the
system. Finally, throughout the performance evaluation of the
proposed system, we target the optimum number of codes with
which the system should be designed at different traffic
conditions in order to achieve the minimum possible value for
the overall burst error rate.
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Fig.2. Architecture of an edge (ingress/egress) node in OBS/SAC-OCDMA system.

Fig.3. Architecture of a core node in OBS/SAC-OCDMA system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present a detailed description for our proposed
system (OBS/SAC-OCDMA). Section III is devoted for the
performance evaluation of the proposed system. In Section IV,
numerical results for the derived performance measures are
introduced. Finally, we give our conclusion in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. Basics of OBS with SAC-OCDMA
In the OBS/WDM network, the CP contains two main
fields of information; the wavelength on which the upcoming
DB will arrive, and the destination to which this DB should be
forwarded. These two fields of information are essential for
the core node to bypass the DB to the destined output port.
However, in our proposed OBS/SAC-OCDMA system, we
rely on multiplexing different DBs in the code domain rather
than on the wavelength domain in the ordinary OBS/WDM
system. Thus, the CP should contain information about the
code used to mask the spectrum of the source during the
transmission of its corresponding DB instead of the
wavelength. Based on the code, and destination information in
the CP, the core node will be capable of forwarding the DB to
the proper output port in the so called code-based forwarding
process which is explained in details later in this section.

B. Ingress node description:
In our newly proposed system, the ingress node has an
additional mission rather than computing the offset time and
assembling the packets into DBs; it should (through the burst
scheduler in Fig. 1) assign a code to the DB before
transmission and adjust the spectral encoder to mask the
spectrum produced by the broadband amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) source with the assigned code. This broad
bandwidth Δν is divided into l slices to be encoded according
to the code assigned by the scheduler. We assume that the
power distribution of the ASE source is flat over the spectrum
⁄ , where PASE_ingress is
which means that
_
the total power emitted from the ASE source placed at the
ingress node and Pslice is the power of one spectral slice. The
codes deployed in our system are generated from a Hadamard
matrix of size l × l. We denote by N the number of codes that
are currently in use in the system which has a maximum value
of l – 1 where all the rows of the Hadamard matrix are
assigned to different DBs except the first row.
In Fig. 2a, a schematic diagram shows the spectral encoder
at the ingress node where the DB is encoded with one of the N
codes using the tunable chirped fiber Bragg grating (FBG1).
In the encoding process of the DB, FBG1 is tuned to mask the
spectrum produced by the ASE source with the assigned code.
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This is done via passing certain slices in the spectrum
according to the mark positions of the assigned code while
reflecting the slices that correspond to the space positions in
the code. The switch shown in Fig. 2a performs the On-Off
Keying (OOK) of the input data by bypassing the spectrum of
the ASE source to FBG1 when a data ‘1’ is sent and prevents
the spectrum from passing to FBG1 when a data ‘0’ is sent.
⁄2 when a data
Thus, the encoder emits a signal power
‘1’ is sent while it produces no power when a data ‘0’is sent.
C. Core (intermediate) node description:
According to Fig.1, the core node operation lies in both the
MAC and optical layers. Operation in the MAC layer involves
CP processing and extracting the information required for
bypassing the corresponding DB (code assigned, time of
arrival, and destination). However, operation in the optical
layer involves the reception and retransmission of the received
spectrally encoded data, MAI cancelation process and power
adjustment in order to perform the code-based forwarding
process.
It is assumed that the core node has equal number of M
input and output ports as shown in Fig. 3a. A splitter is placed
at each input port to split the received signal over N paths.
Each path contains an all-optical MAI canceller which aims to
extract the desired DB, which has been assigned a specific
code that is dedicated to this path, from its interferers. The alloptical MAI canceller comprises of two chirped FBGs (FBG2
and FBG3) where FBG2 is designed to pass the part of the
spectrum that corresponds to the marked positions of the
specific code and reflect the power on the space positions (the
complement) of the DB’s code, while FBG3 is designed to
align the spectrum slices reflected from FBG2 in time. The
delay in the upper branch is introduced to compensate the
round-trip delay introduced by FBG2 and FBG3, hence realign
the two spectra on the two branches in time.
The key idea of the reception of a spectrally encoded
signal in an SAC-OCDMA system is to make the interferers
cancel themselves, which is based on the fact that the
Hadamard codes have the property that an interfering code
overlaps with the desired code and its complement in exactly
⁄4 mark positions, where l is the code length. Applying this
property, we can formulate the power levels in the upper and
lower branches, shown in Fig.3a, Pupper and Plower respectively
as follows:
4
4

2

1
0

4
where Ninterf denotes the number of interferers. By making use
of that property, the MAI will be eliminated by subtracting the
two signal powers on the two branches Pupper and Plower. The
key component in the all-optical MAI canceller is the variable
threshold optical limiter whose functionality is equivalent to
this subtraction process where it hard limits Pupper according to
the variable threshold power PTh which is controlled by Plower.
This implies that the optimum value of PTh should be set at the
middle of the range between Pupper and Plower, i.e.
1 . Hence, an active power Pbias equal

⁄4 introduced by an ASE source placed at the core
to
node shown in Fig. 3b is combined with Plower to adjust its
value to reach the optimum PTh. Specifically, the required
characteristics of the variable threshold optical limiter is given
as follows:
2
0

1

In order to resolve the probable contention at each output
port, we deploy a code conversion bank that comprises of c
code converters, where c < N, ready to be shared by the DBs
forwarded to this output port, i.e. a Share-Per-Line (SPL)
strategy is adopted as shown in Fig. 3a. The operation of each
code converter in the bank is separately illustrated in Fig. 3b
where it acts as a spectral encoder that retransmits the data on
the output line Oi,j of the switching matrix, where
1,2, … ,
and j ≤ c, by encoding the spectrum of the power
fed by the ASE source through the AND gate [5] controlled by
the data on the output line Oi,j with a free code to which the
original DB’s code shall be converted. Finally, we should note
that the power level at the output of the code converter
⁄2 given that the data on Oi,j is ‘1’ while no
equals
power is emitted if the data on Oi,j is ‘0’.
In the above discussion, the number of code converters is
limited to c, where c < N, which means that partial code
conversion capability is employed. This is justified by two
restrictions that sophisticate the implementation of large
number of code converters in the bank. First, the power budget
needed from the ASE source in the core node is proportional
to c. Second, the cost of implementation of such an advanced
technology of the tunable chirped FBGs also increases with
increasing the value of c. Another issue regarding the partial
code conversion is that the power level at each of the output
lines of the code converters Ki,j is different from that on the
. Thus,
output lines of the switching matrix Oi,j for
an amplifier is introduced to the lines Oi,j, where c < j ≤ N, that
did not undergo the code conversion process in order to boost
them to the power level at Ki,j. Finally, the total power
requirement from the ASE source that should be placed at the
.
core node equals
D. Egress node description:
It is assumed that the egress node has M input ports; each
port is introduced to a splitter which splits the input power to
N paths, each of which is dedicated to a specific code
reception. The cancellation of the MAI is performed optically
through the proposed all-optical MAI canceller and the
receiver makes the decision only in the electronic domain.
After the MAI canceller, the output power that strikes the
photodetector in the egress node is either lPslice / 2N if a data
‘1’ is sent or zero if a data ‘0’ is sent. Finally, a decision can
be made using the circuitry shown in Fig. 2b via comparing
the sampled output from the integrate and dump circuit against
a certain threshold value. After every bit in the DB is received,
the DB is disassembled back to its original data packets, each
of them can be directed to its own destination. However, the
decision made in the electronic domain still might be
erroneous due to the existence of the photodetector thermal,
shot and dark current noises as will be handled later in the
performance evaluation of the system.
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III.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE
OBS/SAC-OCDMA SYSTEM

As shown in Fig.1, operation of the OBS/SAC-OCDMA
system involves both MAC and optical layers. Hence, for a
DB to be correctly received, success should be achieved by the
DB while transmission in the optical layer provided that its
corresponding CP has already succeeded in the MAC layer.

A. Performance of the OBS/SAC-OCDMA system
in the MAC layer
As mentioned earlier, for a DB to be received in success at
its egress node, its corresponding CP should successfully
reserve resources at all core nodes lying on its route extending
from the ingress node to the egress node. To evaluate the
performance of the OBS/SAC-OCDMA system in the MAC
layer, we study the performance of a single core node in the
CP path by calculating the per-node burst loss probability
PNode-Loss from which we calculate the MAC burst loss
probability PMAC-Loss which measures the overall performance
of all nodes lying between ingress and egress nodes.
A.1) Model assumptions
We perform a Markovian analysis to characterize the
performance of a single core node. This analysis is carried out
under the following assumptions:
¾ We assume that the destination for an incoming burst to
the core node is uniformly distributed among all
available output ports 1: . Thus, it is sufficient to
model the behavior of a single output port.
¾ A core node is assumed to have the following resources:
i. A single wavelength around which the ASE broadband
source emits its light, which is the center frequency (ν0)
of the coded spectrum as shown in Fig. 2a.
ii. No fiber delay lines for contention resolution.
iii. A number of N codes that can be used to serve the
incoming burst arrivals.
iv. A code converter bank at every output port, each of
which comprises of c code converters shared between
DBs forwarded to this port, where
1,2, … , , i.e. a
Share-Per-Line (SPL) strategy is adopted. Each code
converter can convert an arriving DB on a given code
to any other free code. We define the code conversion
in order to discriminate between
capability as
three different cases. The two limiting cases when γ = 0
and γ = 1 represent the cases of no and full code
conversion respectively, whereas, if
0 < γ < 1, the
node has partial code conversion capability.
¾ Incoming DBs are assumed to arrive at the node
according to a Poisson process with a mean arrival rate λ
bursts/seconds. In addition, we assume the code on
which an incoming DB arrives is uniformly distributed
over 1: . Moreover, the service time of an incoming
burst is assumed to have an exponential distribution with
mean 1 seconds which is the average duration of DB.
A.2) Model Equations for the limiting cases: no and full
code conversion capability (γ = 0 & γ = 1)
For the case of full code conversion (γ = 1), each output
port can be safely modeled as an M/M/N/N loss system with N
servers modeling the N available number of codes. We can
obtain the per-node burst loss probability PNode-Loss, which is

defined as the probability that a CP fails to reserve appropriate
resources for its corresponding DB at a core node that lies on
the path between the ingress and egress nodes, from the well
known Erlang-B formula as follows:
⁄ !
2
⁄!
∑
where the offered load on all the available codes is:
For the case of absence of code conversion (γ = 0), each
output port can be reasonably modeled as N independent
single server M/M/1/1 loss systems each with an offered
load ⁄ . Hence, PNode-Loss can also be calculated via the
Erlang-B formula as follows:
3
1
A.3) Model Equations for the partial code conversion
capability (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1)
We are going to evaluate PNode-Loss in case of partial code
conversion (0 < γ < 1) via a Markovian analysis carried out for
a certain output port similar to that used in [6]. Let i(t) and
j(t) denote the number of codes and the number of code
converters inside the output port’s converter bank that are in
use at time t, respectively. The process
,
0 is a two dimensional continuous time Markov process
(CTMC) on the state space
,
0
,0
, . Now, let us assume that the process X(t) is
currently at state , at time t, and knowing that DB arrivals
occur with an average rate λ burst/seconds, one of three
possible scenarios may take place if a DB arrives:
i. The code on which the DB arrives is currently free on the
output port which is an event with a probability
⁄ and the DB will be successfully served and
the process will jump to state
1,  with a
⁄ .
transitionrate
ii. The DB s code is currently in use by another
transmission on the desired output with a
probability ⁄ , which will lead to one of two
possibilities:
¾ If
,theDBwillbedroppedbecauseallcode
converters in the converter bank are busy which
resultsinnostatechange.
, the DB will be successfully served by
¾ If
randomlyassigningittooneofthefreecodesand
converting it via one of the free code converters
which leads to a state transition to state
1,

1 witharate

1

.

Conversely,iftheprocess X(t) is currently at state ,
at time t, given that DB departures occur with a rate iμ
burst/seconds, one of two possible scenarios may arise if a DB
departs the node:
i. The departing DB was using a code converter
which is an event with a probability ⁄ , which
leadstoatransitiontostate
1,
1 witha
⁄ .
rate
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ii.

ThedepartingDBwasnotusingacodeconverter
⁄ leadingtoatransition
withaprobability
⁄ .
tostate
1, witharate
Next, we calculate the generator matrix Q that gives
all possible transition rates for this CTMC in a similar
approach to that proposed in [6] based on state
decompositionintolevelsandgenerating Qbydividingit
into sub-blocks representing transitions from a level to
either the higher neighboring, lower neighboring or same
level. Then, the steady-state probabilities of this CTMC ,
can be found by solving the following system of equations:
0 ,
1
,
,
,
,
,
and e is a column
where
,
,
,
,
,
vector of ones of size
1 .
2 1
is
Then, the per-node burst loss probability
obtained from the steady state probabilities as follows:
,

,

4

Next, we assume the overall network traffic is uniformly
distributed across the entire network, hence the offered load ρ
can be
and the per-node burst loss probability
safely assumed the same for all nodes. Consequently, one can
obtain the MAC burst loss probability PMAC-Loss, which is the
probability that a CP fails in the reservation process at any of
the nodes existing in its corresponding DB path, as follows:
1
1
5
where H is the maximum possible number of core nodes that a
path can contain which is the worst case representing the
longest possible path that can be established in the network,
that results in the highest possible PMAC-Loss. In equation (5),
PNode-Loss is either given by equation (2) in case of presence of
full code conversion, equation (3) in case of absence of code
conversion or equation (4) in case of partial code conversion.
B. Performance of the OBS/SAC-OCDMA system

in the optical layer
The performance in the optical layer depends mainly on
the decision error that might originate from the receiver
thermal, shot and dark current noises while photodetecting
each bit in the desired DB.
The approach adopted to evaluate the performance of the
OBS/SAC-OCDMA system in the optical layer is based on the
assumption that success in the reception of a DB is contingent
on the success in receiving all its contained bits. Hence, we
evaluate the bit error rate, denoted BERPHY, which is defined
as the error rate encountered in the decision while receiving
each bit. In order to calculate BERPHY, we should obtain the
probability distribution function Pθ(θ) of the decision variable
θ shown in Fig. 2b, which is the accumulated charge after the
integrator in Coulombs. After that, one can easily write:
1
2

1
2

/

which can be written as follows:
1
2

⁄

1
2

Tb:
Rb:
η:
id:
h:
v0:
e0:
Lburst:
PASE_ingress:

Bit duration in seconds.
Bit rate.
Quantum Efficiency of the photodetectors.
Photodetector dark current.
Plank’s constant.
Operating frequency.
Electron charge.
Average burst length in bits.
Emitted power from ASE source at the ingress
node which also equals lPslice.
We also assume a thermal noise with intensity N0 (W/Hz),
hence the variance of the output thermal noise of an integrator
with integration duration of Tb seconds will be σ2 = N0Tb/2.
Moreover, we denote by λd the dark current photoelectron rate
of the photodetector. Therefore, the mean photoelectron count
over a period of Tb seconds due to dark current will be λdTb.
We also denote by λs the photoelectron rate due to incident
signal photons. Therefore, the mean signal photoelectron
count over a period of Tb seconds will be λsTb.
Based on the previous assumptions, one can easily write:
⁄
⁄

and

,
_

where b is the transmitted bit,

,

and

Pos(n, X) denotes Poisson distribution with a mean X.
Here, we should note that while calculating λs, we divide
by 2, which is justified by the fact that only half of the
spectrum is transmitted given ‘1’ sent while the other half is
masked. Another issue while calculating λs is dividing by N in
order to consider the effect of the splitting performed at the
front end of the egress node. On the other hand, other splitting
operations performed at the front end of each core node in the
path have no effect on the received signal power because the
signal is effectively regenerated at each core node.
Next, we calculate BERPHY by substituting from (7) into (6)
and performing the integration, we get:
1
2

1
2

!
1
2

√2
1
2

!

√2

8

where
Finally, we calculate the burst error rate, denoted
BurstERPHY, which is defined as the error rate encountered
while receiving DBs due to single bit errors, from BERPHY by
averaging over all possible values of the burst duration as
follows:

/

1
⁄

7

√2π

6

1

1
1

1
1

9

where Th is the decision threshold.
The following are the list of variables with their definitions
which are going to be used in the next part of the analysis:
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C. Overall performance of the OBS/SAC-OCDMA

system in both layers
In this part, we study the overall performance of the
proposed OBS/SAC-OCDMA system in both MAC and
optical layers. This is based on the fact that the success of a
DB mandates the success of the DB in the optical layer given
that its CP has succeeded in the MAC layer. After the
calculation of the MAC burst loss probability PMAC-Loss from
equation (5) and the burst error rate BurstERPHY from
equation (9), one can get the overall burst error rate
BurstERoverall from the following equation:
1– 1

1–

(10)

IV. RESULTS
By employing the results obtained in equations (3) and (4),
a comparison between the newly proposed OBS/SACOCDMA system and the ordinary OBS/WDM system in terms
of the MAC per-node burst loss probability PNode-Loss can be
held at different number of code and wavelength converters
employed respectively. Furthermore, in order to make the
comparison somewhat fair, we assume a spectral band Δν
equivalent to a 20 nm linewidth to be utilized for operation in
both systems. For the OBS/WDM system, the number of
channels within the 20 nm band of operation is assumed to be
25 by applying the fact that the typical channel bandwidth in
DWDM is 0.8 nm (ITU standard). Conversely, the number of
spectral slices within the 20 nm band of operation for the
OBS/SAC-OCDMA system is assumed 64 as in [7] as it
depends on the technology of fabrication of the chirped FBGs
in the spectral encoder. Finally, we assume an average burst
length Lburst of 10 Mbits.
Based on the previous assumptions, PNode-Loss is plotted in
Fig. 5 versus ρ in order to compare between the two systems at
different number of code and wavelength converters. Results
reveal that employing SAC-OCDMA in the optical layer has a
significant advantage over the ordinary WDM in terms of
lower PNode-Loss for all traffic conditions. Moreover, we observe
that the difference between the two systems is much more
evident in the case of presence of code conversion. This is due
to the better utilization of the extra number of servers in the
OBS/SAC-OCDMA system by employing converters noting
that code conversion imposes less complex implementation
requirements when compared to wavelength conversion.

Fig. 6. Semi-log plot of MAC burst loss probability, optical layer burst
error rate and overall burst error rate versus the available number of codes
for OBS/SAC-OCDMA system with one code converter.

Fig. 7. Log overall burst error rate versus both the available number of codes
and the offered load for OBS/SAC-OCDMA system at different number of
code converters.

Fig. 8. Optimum number of codes versus the offered load at different number
of code converters employed.

Fig. 5. Semi-log plot for MAC layer per-node burst loss probability
versus the Offered Load for OBS/SAC-OCDMA and OBS/WDM systems
at different number of code and wavelength converters.

Another observation can be made from Fig. 5 is that code
conversion effectiveness for low traffic values is superior
when comparing it with the case of high traffic values. This is
because when the traffic arrival rate is low; there will be more
free codes to which the contending bursts can be converted.
Utilizing the results obtained in equations (5), (9) and (10),
Fig. 6 shows PMAC-Loss, BurstERPHY and BurstERoverall versus the
number of codes N deployed in an OBS/SAC-OCDMA
system having one code converter. Furthermore, values of
BurstERPHY are calculated when the threshold value Th is set to
its optimum value which is found via a genetic algorithm
based optimization. In Fig. 6, it is apparent that PMAC-Loss
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decreases when using larger number of codes because it is
more probable for a CP to succeed in the reservation process
when the available number of codes increases. Conversely,
BurstERPHY increases with the increase of the number of codes
N which is justified by the presence of the 1: N splitter at the
front end of the egress node; hence, using more codes enlarges
the splitting ratio leading to a lower received power level
incident on the photodetectors which raises the probability for
decision errors. Combining both PMAC-Loss and BurstERPHY , we
find that BurstERoverall has an exciting relation with the number
of codes N. For small values of N, PMAC-Loss dominates the
overall error performance as compared to BurstERPHY; hence,
BurstERoverall decreases with increasing N just like the behavior
of PMAC-Loss. On the other hand, for large values of N,
BurstERPHY dictates the overall error performance forcing
BurstERoverall to increase with the increasing value of N.
Intuitively, there is a minimum value for BurstERoverall which
is clearly the optimum design point, i.e. one should set the
number of codes used in the system to the proper value that
results in the least achievable BurstERoverall.
Next, Fig. 7 is a surface representing BurstERoverall as a
function of both the number of codes N and the offered load ρ
for the OBS/SAC-OCDMA system at different number of
code converters. For each value of c, it is obvious that there
always exists an optimum value for N at each ρ leading to the
minimum possible BurstERoverall at this specific traffic
condition when c code converters are used. Moreover, the
efficacy of code conversion is quite evident from this figure as
it is clear that introducing one more code converter enhances
the overall performance of the system by decreasing
BurstERoverall significantly. In addition, we observe that this
reduction in BurstERoverall is much greater for lower traffic
values. For example, at N = 10 and ρ = 0.1,
for c = 0 and
10 .
for c = 1.
10 .
On the other hand, at N = 10 and ρ = 1,
for c = 0 and
10 .
for c = 1.
10 .
Another issue concerning Fig. 7 is that the optimum number of
codes Nopt decreases clearly when more code converters are
employed. For example, at ρ = 0.05, Nopt = 46, 42 and 40 for c
= 1, 2 and 3 respectively. This observation is justified by the
fact that adding more code converters decreases PMAC-Loss
which shortens the range of dominance of PMAC-Loss over
BurstERPHY leading to a smaller value of Nopt.
At last, Fig. 8 shows Nopt targeted for system design
against the offered load ρ for different values of code
converters c. It is clear that Nopt is larger for heavier traffic
conditions. This is due to the dominance of the PMAC-Loss over
BurstERPHY for heavier traffic values which corroborates the
effectiveness of adding more codes in order to reduce PMAC-Loss
(the dominant error component). Another interesting
observation from Fig. 8, given a certain number of code
converters used, the value of Nopt remains constant for a
certain range of ρ, which is very promising because the value
of Nopt at which the system should be operated at a certain
traffic condition remains also optimum when the traffic
conditions change slightly, i.e. achieving a robust design for
our system in terms of Nopt is feasible.
V.
CONCLUSION
We propose a new contention resolution technique for
OBS networks by employing SAC-OCDMA instead of WDM

in the optical layer underneath OBS in the MAC layer. Results
show that the newly proposed OBS/SAC-OCDMA system
outperforms the previous OBS/WDM system in terms of pernode burst loss probability. In addition, employing code
converters enhances the proposed system performance
noticeably especially for low traffic scenarios. Furthermore, an
all-optical MAI cancellation is proposed. Finally, we observe
that the overall burst error rate of the system is minimum at
certain values for the employed number of codes which are the
optimum points at which the system should be operated.
Considering the complexity of the proposed system,
employing code converters is contingent on the availability of
tunable chirped FBGs which are practically available as
reported in [8]. Another issue related to system complexity is
the practical limitation imposed by the variable threshold
optical limiters on our proposed system; however, researchers
in [9] reported the availability of such devices. More efforts
are expected to realize practical variable threshold limiters in
the near future. Finally, our proposed system is also
disadvantageous somehow in that it requires an ASE
broadband source at each node. Such active elements required
increase the overall power requirement in the network;
however, ASE broadband sources with large output power
levels are practically available. Furthermore, the power
required from each ASE source in the core node increases
linearly with the deployed number of converters in the node,
which is the price paid for the tremendous improvement
achieved in the overall system performance by adding code
converters. Despite the proportionality between the total
power requirement and the number of code converters, we
should note that a tiny number of code converters can achieve
a huge improvement in the performance as the numerical
results suggested, while at the same time having a small
impact on the overall power requirement in the network.
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